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1. A technically savvy Business Analyst is going to author and manage rule artifacts using IBM Websphere 

ILOG JRules BRMS. The functionalities the analyst is looking for encompasses the following: 

- create, update, and delete Business Rules 

- create, update, and delete Decision Tables 

- create, update, and delete Ruleflows 

- create, update, and delete Technical Rules 

Which module should be used to perform the required tasks? 

A. Rule Studio 

B. Rule Team Server 

C. Rule Solutions for Office 

D. Decision Validation Service 

Answer: A 

 

2. Given the following rules: 

Rule 1: 

if the status of the frequent flyer is Bronze 

and the loyalty years of the frequent flyer is greater than 2 

then 

set the discount rate to 10%; 

Rule 2: 

if the status of the frequent flyer is Silver 

and the loyalty years of the frequent flyer is greater than 4 

then 

set the discount rate to 15%; 

Rule 3: 

if the status of the frequent flyer is Gold 

and the loyalty years of the frequent flyer is greater than 4 

then 

set the discount rate to 20%; 

Rules with this pattern will be added to the task during runtime selection. The number of rules selected may 
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vary from a few to a large number. 

Which execution algorithm is the most optimized that could be applied to this ruletask? 

A. Rule chaining is required so RetePlus mode should be selected. 

B. Dynamic priorities are required so RetePlus mode should be selected. 

C. Sequential mode should be selected since the rules use homogeneous binding. 

D. Fastpath mode should be selected since the rules use homogeneous binding. 

Answer: C 

For interactive and self-paced preparation of exam 000-529, try our practice exams. 

Practice exams also include self assessment and reporting features! 3 

 

3. A company offers online shopping through a Web portal. It has two types of clients: individuals and 

wholesalers. For both of them the company offers discounts through a business rule application. 

Wholesalers have to be enabled to call the discount rules remotely, from their own offices, using their 

current applications and systems. The Rule Developer discovers that those wholesalers' systems use a 

variety of platforms and applications (.NET, Java, etc) inside well protected intranets. 

Which approach should the Rule Developer use to support this integration? 

A. Deploy rules as a transparent decision service and use web service invocation. 

B. Deploy rules in a RES and use a stateful EJB rule session for client invocation. 

C. Deploy rules in a RES and use a stateless EJB rule session for client invocation. 

D. Deploy rules in each of the clients' networks in a managed rule execution environment. 

Answer: A 

 

4. The Rule Developer wants to create a Java Application with Rules launch configuration using the Run > 

Open Run Dialog command.Which two actions should the Rule Developer first perform to execute rules in 

Rule Studio using such a configuration? 

A. Create a ilrmain method. 

B. Create a RuleApp Project. 

C. Create a Java project for rules. 

D. Set the ruleset variables for the execution. 

E. Set the ruleset parameters for the execution. 
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Answer: C,E, 

 

5. A rule-based insurance application computes the premium for an applicant by adding two unrelated 

surcharges to a base rate: 

- one surcharge is based on the applicant's gender. 

- one surcharge is based on the applicant's marital status. 

Which rule implementation will provide the best maintainability and execution performance? 

A. A set of Business Rules, each with two conditions. One rule condition is on the gender and the other is 

on the marital status. The rules action adds the combined surcharge to the base rate. 

B. A Decision Table with four rows. One condition column checks the gender, another column checks the 

marital status. The action column adds the combined surcharge to the base rate. 

C. A set of Business Rules, each with one condition. The rules condition is on the gender or the marital 

status. The rules action add the individual surcharge to the base rate. 

D. One Decision Tree with three condition nodes. The first node is a condition on the gender and the next 

two is a condition on the marital status. The actions add the combined surcharge to the 

base rate. 

Answer: C 

 

6. During the testing phase the development team found that a rule is executed but should be filtered in a 

rule task depending on the value at execution time of one of the ruleset parameters. 

Which approach, if any, can be used in Rule Studio to fix the issue? 

A. Use a ruleset extractor to filter the rule. 

B. Use runtime rule selection in the rule task to filter the rule. 

C. No approach is possible because if the rule task is executed then the rule is always executed. 

D. Modify the initial action of the rule task and specify the ruleset extractor to use for this rule task. 

Answer: B 

 

7. A bank has some rules for its loan business. Based on business process, the rules are organized in four 

rule packages: validation, scoring, eligibility, and pricing. 

Based on rule lifecycle, every rule has a custom property level. The value of level can be DEV , TEST, or 
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PROD. 

The Business Analyst wants the rules presented first by rule level and then for rules at the same level by 

package. 

Which approach should be used? 

A. Create a smart view in RTS to display the rules. 

B. Add a custom tab in RTS to display the rules. 

C. For each level, create a Smart View to display the related rules. 

D. For each coupling of rule package and level, create a query to find the related rules in RTS. 

Answer: A 

 

8. The XOM class contains the following definition: 

public class LoanUtil { 

public static double getMonthlyRepayment(double amount, int months, double rate) { 

? } 

} 

This static method is defined using the following phrase: 

the computed monthly repayment for a loan of {0} during {1} with a yearly rate of {2} 

The following is the feedback from the Business Analyst: 

"The navigation phrase is not user friendly. It does not contain meaningful information about the 

parameters." 

Which approach could most effectively improve this? 

For interactive and self-paced preparation of exam 000-529, try our practice exams. 

Practice exams also include self assessment and reporting features! 5 

A. Refine phrase with the computed monthly repayment for a loan of {0}<amount> during {1}<months> with 

a yearly rate of {2}<rate>. 

B. Refine phrase with the computed monthly repayment for a loan of {<amount>,0} during {<months>,1} 

with a yearly rate of {<rate>,2}. 

C. Refine phrase with the computed monthly repayment for a loan of {0,<amount>} during {1, <months>} 

with a yearly rate of {2, <rate>}. 

D. Write the computed monthly repayment for a loan of {0}<amount> during {1}<months> with a yearly rate 
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of {2}<rate> in Phrase documentation. 

Answer: C 

 

9. The Business Analyst would like to add department information to all technical and business rules. 

In the context of a Rule Model Extension, which approach can be used by the Rule Developer to 

accomplish this? 

A. Add custom property to Rule. 

B. Add custom property to BusinessRule. 

C. Add subclass of Rule and add custom property to the subclass. 

D. Add subclass of BusinessRule and add custom property to the subclass. 

Answer: A 

 

10. A rule task contains the following rule: 

definitions set 'ranking' to the spending of the person ; 

if the spending of the person is at least 300000 

then set the status of the person to "GOLD" ; 

print "Found GOLD customer" ; 

The dynamic priority of the rule is set to the variable ranking. 

Before entering the task, the working memory contains two instances of person with their spending attribute 

set to 350,000 and 400,000. After the task is executed, the Rule Developer expects to see 

the message "Found GOLD customer" printed twice. Instead, the message is seen only once. 

What is an explanation for this behavior? 

A. The Ordering for the task is set to Priority. 

B. The Algorithm for the task is set to Sequential. 

C. The Exit Criteria for the task is set to RuleInstance. 

D. The Update object state option is not checked for the spending attribute. 

E. The runtime rule selection for the task is set to the IRL expression return ?context.firstInstance; 

Answer: C 
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